PRAISE FROM OUR AUTHORS

Noble Warrior
“To Helen Chang, noble warrior, editor, brave soul, and sojourner,
who covers all the bases we would have missed had she not been
there.”
– Michael Gerber, Author, The E-Myth Financial Advisor and other
books, Acknowledgments chapter

Highest Quality
“Helen was a pleasure to work with, both on a personal and
professional level. She took my books to another plane, helping me
provide my readers and students the highest quality of education out
there. I look forward to working with Helen again.”
– Michael Sarracini, Co-author, Cash Flow for Life, host of
HGTV’s Income Property

Excellence and Diligence
“Helen Chang, wow, we did it! From book jail to book hell to book
heaven, all in a few months. Thank you for all your hard work,
countless hours, and all-nighters with this project. Your work ethic
is unbelievable. You are a woman of excellence and diligence. This
project would not exist without you. I enjoyed working with you, and
I love your heart for people.”
– Dani Johnson, Author, First Steps to Wealth, Acknowledgments
chapter
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Limits of Liability and Disclaimer of Warranty
The author and publisher of this e-book and its associated materials have used their
best efforts in preparing this content. The author and publisher make no representations
or warranties with respect to the accuracy, applicability, fitness, or completeness of the
contents of this material. They disclaim any warranties expressed or implied,
merchantability, or fitness for any particular purpose. The author and publisher shall in
no event be held liable for any loss or other damages, including but not limited to
special, incidental, consequential, or other damages. If you have any doubts about
anything, the advice of a competent professional should be sought.
This material contains elements protected under international and federal copyright laws
and treaties. Any unauthorized reprint or use of this material is prohibited.
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author. It also formed the basis of Author Bridge Media's Create My Book System™,
which has helped hundreds of authors produce compelling and marketable books.
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ABOUT AUTHOR BRIDGE MEDIA
Author Bridge Media assists entrepreneurs in writing and publishing their books so they
can stand out in the market and attract more credibility, revenue, and raving fans. We
have produced more than four hundred books and projects on topics including
business, health, memoirs, and spirituality. Our services include ghostwriting, editing,
branding, publishing, planning, coaching, workshops, writing retreats, and live training
events for authors and entrepreneurs.
To learn more about how we can assist you with writing and publishing your book, visit
www.authorbridgemedia.com.
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INTRODUCTION
Have you been thinking about writing your book for months or maybe
even years—and yet you keep putting it off?
Maybe you don’t have the patience or know-how for writing. Maybe you
struggle to stay focused. Or maybe,
like so many entrepreneurs, you’re
just too busy to get it done.
Maybe you don’t even know where to start. You’ve
been dreaming about leaving your legacy through
a book, but you don’t know anything about the
writing and publishing processes.
You believe that a book can bring you more credibility and grow your business.
You know your book will attract more clients and ultimately result in more revenue, if
you could just get started.
You want to inspire the world and make a difference, but you don't know how to share
your message in a way that makes people actually want to hear it.
You know that the publishing world has changed a lot and that it's easier than ever to
get a book out, but you're not sure which model to go with or how to get it done.
Maybe you even have a manuscript, but you wonder, "Will anyone want to buy my
book?”
If you nodded your head to any of the above, then you’re in the right place. This e-book
is for you—the confused, busy, and overwhelmed author ready to get your book done.
Writing a book is not an impossible task. By following the steps outlined in this e-book,
you can become a published author, enjoying the personal fulfillment and professional
advancement that your book will generate.
Your book can serve as the anchor for all your business enterprises. It can help you
build your speaking career, attract new clients, and position yourself as an expert in
your industry.
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Maurice Sykes, author of Doing the Right Thing for Children, tripled his business with
his book. It is read all over the country, used by a variety of organizations, and has
become a standard part of the curriculum. Sykes said that because of his book, by the
time he starts speaking on a stage, people already know him and his stories.

Whatever your reason, a book can bring you credibility, revenue, and raving fans.
Through it, you can share your message with the world and leave a lasting legacy.
Write. Brand. Publish. covers the three stages to creating a book. In this e-book, you’ll
receive a high-level overview of what it takes to write, brand, and publish your book.
Each stage contains five steps. And each step brings you that much closer to becoming
a published author.
Following our trademarked Create My Book System™, Author Bridge Media has
assisted hundreds of authors in finishing their books and getting them out into the world.
Many of our authors started out just like you. They dreamed of writing a book but
needed assistance to see their projects through.

Leigh Brown, a real estate sales expert and speaker, came to us wanting
to write a book that would help her move into other industries. We assisted
her in planning her book and crafting her message into a compelling
manuscript. When it came time to design the book, we created a cover
that matched her signature hot-pink style. We then assisted with
publishing her book on Amazon, CreateSpace, Audible, and Kindle, as
well as printing paper copies. We got Brown’s book done—from start to
finish—in six months. After publishing, she made back her money almost
immediately. Because of her book, she is now regularly invited to speak at
conferences in industries such as technology and leadership.

Imagine, in six months you could be holding your finished book in your
hands. You could have copies to give to your friends, family, clients, and associates.
People from all over the world could be buying your book online and finding inspiration
through your words.
Our Create My Book System™ is the path to your future as a published author. No
more confusion. No more hesitation. We’ve mapped out the path for you.
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Follow along as we guide you from planning to publishing. With the Create My Book
System™, we can take our author’s idea and transform it into a published book in as
few as six months.
Here's how to create your book from beginning to end—from idea to published.
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An overview of our Create My Book System™:

WRITE
Step 1: Plan My Book
Step 2: Tell My Story
Step 3: Write My Book
Step 4: Make My Sentences Smooth
Step 5: Dot My I’s

DESIGN
Step 1: Brand My Title and Subtitle
Step 2: Plant Calls to Action
Step 3: Design My Cover
Step 4: Lay Out the Book
Step 5: Define My Book Series

PUBLISH
Step 1: Set Up My Publishing Empire
Step 2: Publish on Amazon CreateSpace
Step 3: Publish on Kindle
Step 4: Print Wholesale Copies
Step 5: Connect to Audible
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STAGE 1: WRITE
Write your book, finally.
The first stage of creating your book is to write it. This doesn’t happen all at once.
Before you start, you need to plan your book. In our Plan My Book sessions and
workshops, we start you on your journey. We spend two to three hours together guiding
you through our Heart Message Journey™ to help you find your key message and
identify what makes it distinct from others in the market.
We create your topics together and map out a blueprint for your book so that you can
move forward with confidence and clarity. This prepares you to tell your story and put
your thoughts, ideas, and stories on the page.
After this, you’ll refine your words and use the content to write your book in a logical
and coherent structure. Once you’ve finished that step, it’s time to make your
sentences smooth, ensuring your message sounds clear and elegant. Finally, our
editors go over your manuscript with a fine-tooth comb to dot your i’s and fix grammar
or typographic errors so that your book looks polished.
Here’s a simple breakdown of the Write stage.

Step 1: Plan My Book
You need to look at the big picture of your book before you start writing it. For that, you
need a blueprint.
What is a “blueprint” when you’re writing a book?
Your blueprint is your main message, table of
contents, chapter topics, and subtopics for each
chapter. This blueprint is your overall plan. It gives
you direction and shows what goes where. This is
especially important if you’re hiring a ghostwriter. It
allows you to outline your book together to ensure
that you’re on the same page about what it should
look like.
Author Bridge Media has each author begin his or her book with a Plan My Book
session. In this session, you and our editor/writing coach spend a few hours together,
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building the blueprint for your book. You are led through a guided exercise to help you
discover the core of your message and asked questions to draw out the major topics of
your book. Together, we’ll map out your book so you know what information should go
where. This is a very personal experience designed to extract the true message of your
book and guide you as you write. You’ll come away from the Plan My Book session with
a clear main message and a complete table of contents.
Once you’ve finished this first step, you’re ready to build your book with purpose,
confidence, and clarity. The next step is to generate the raw content.
Step 2: Tell My Story
A book cannot be written without content. That’s what the Tell My Story step in the
Create My Book System™ is all about: getting your book out of your head for the first
time. Tell My Story is your brain dump.
Your story can include real anecdotes from your life, but that’s just one piece of this
step. What you are really doing is generating the raw material for your whole
manuscript. This step in the journey is designed to keep your ideas from calcifying in
your brain and paralyzing you so much that you never write the book at all. Telling your
story also creates an emotional bond with readers.
During Tell My Story, you’ll either write down or speak about and record the content of
your chapters. We prompt you with specific questions, acting as an advocate for the
reader, so that your content is strong, organized, and relevant. We ask questions that
uncover your personal stories and share your heart with the reader.

Chad Mureta tells an incredibly engaging story. At the age of twentyseven, he lost the use of his right arm in a car accident. In his book,
Mureta shares the hopelessness and despair he felt after doctors told
him he’d never use his arm again. He asked himself, “How is a woman
going to feel about wanting to be with me now? How can I have sex if I
can’t even hold myself up? ... Although I had moments when I was
driven and determined to prove the doctors wrong, I was crushed inside
and scared.”
Vulnerability builds trust with readers. That’s why telling your story is
such an important part of your book. Mureta has since gone on to
become a multimillionaire.
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At Author Bridge, there are two things we pride ourselves on:
1. We get your method and system. We understand that you have a unique method
to share—and if you don’t have one, we help you to create one. It’s important to
have a clear and organized structure for your readers to follow.
2. We get your personal story. We aren’t just taking your transcripts and making
them sound “pretty.” As editors and ghostwriters, we are using your voice to
create a book that connects with readers on an emotional level. We help you not
only tell your story but also present your story in a way that creates an emotional
connection with audiences.
Everything you want to say about your story or concepts comes out during this phase of
writing your book.
Once the raw material is out of your head, it’s time to roll up your sleeves and move to
Step 3—Write My Book.

Step 3: Write My Book
In this step, you or your ghostwriter translates your knowledge into written chapters that
capture your unique voice.
Write My Book is the meat and potatoes of creating your book. Just having a book with
your name on it isn’t enough. If you want to be a success, your book needs to be strong
beneath the surface. Strong content resonates
with readers. It gives them everything they need
to put your stories and strategies to work in their
real lives. Your strong content proves to readers
that you are the expert you claim to be.
We do three drafts for our clients, each designed
to turn the raw content from Tell My Story into a
solid manuscript that other people can read, enjoy, and benefit from.


The first draft takes the raw content from your “brain dump” and turns it into an
organized and readable draft.



The second draft hones the content and fills in holes to make it stronger and
more engaging.
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The third draft looks at the manuscript as a whole, honing the overall theme and
voice, and ensuring everything flows correctly.

In her early twenties, Nisa Burns came to me wanting to write a
cookbook aimed at college students. Although it’s a cookbook,
we knew it needed more than just recipes to attract readers. We
emphasized the importance of understanding for whom she was
writing and “catering” the book to their needs. In the introduction,
Burns addresses her readers directly. She writes, “This book is
for you: the confused, uncertain, busy, frazzled,
undernourished, over-junk-fooded college student.” Her
casual tone and on-point observations about the college
experience endear her to the “frazzled, confused” college student
she is targeting. She’s offering them a delicious solution to their
“undernourished, over-junk-fooded” lifestyle.

What makes us different from other ghostwriting companies is that we write for your
ideal audience. Many companies simply take your transcripts and make them “pretty.”
We take your words and write the book in a way that hooks your audience. We write for
your ideal reader, building an emotional bond so that they’ll want to keep reading. If
you’re writing the book yourself, your editor will pore over your written manuscript and
make suggestions to help strengthen your content. Collaborating with our professional
ghostwriters and editors guarantees that your book turns out the best it can be.
When your content is strong and engaging, your book moves into the polishing stages
of the process—starting with Make My Sentences Smooth.
Step 4: Make My Sentences Smooth
Make My Sentences Smooth is also known as copyediting. It is the first of two “spit-andpolish” rounds of editing for your book.
At this stage, you are no longer focused on the message, but rather on the flow of the
words and sentences. Your editor or ghostwriter takes care of this editing for you,
making sure that your book’s technical English follows the rules of grammar, spelling,
and so on—so you sound sharp and professional. Professional editing is done using the
guidelines of the Chicago Manual of Style—the industry-standard editorial guide for
published books.
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This step is designed to ensure you’re presenting the best version of yourself in your
book. Your content, stories, and voice stay the same, but the writing becomes more
succinct, articulate, and engaging. You’re not
changing the way you speak. Your book remains
authentic to you. In this stage, you’re just improving
the accuracy and flow of your words.
Authors who skip this step risk coming off as
inarticulate, longwinded, and confusing. People who
communicate their ideas well are perceived as more
intelligent, accomplished, and capable than people who don’t. That’s why a wellcopyedited manuscript increases an author’s credibility and likability.
By the time you’re done with Make My Sentences Smooth, your sentences flow
together, repetitions and factual redundancies have been edited out, transitions are finetuned, and the bulk of spelling and grammar errors are eliminated from your book. The
only thing standing between you and a flawless manuscript is a handful of stray
technical errors that may have slipped through the cracks. That’s where Dot My I’s
comes in.

Step 5: Dot My I’s
Imagine you are meeting a handsome man at a black-tie dinner. You’re impressed by
his fancy tuxedo, until you notice the stains all over his shirt. Does this change your
perception of him?
Suddenly, the man doesn’t look so sharp. Sure, he has a nice tux, but you can’t help but
stare at those spaghetti stains, finding it hard to focus on what he’s actually saying to
you.
A book littered with typos and inconsistencies will attract the same sort of negative
attention. That’s why Dot My I’s is so vital.
Dot My I’s, or proofreading, is the final stage of editing—and the last round of “spit and
polish” for your book. This level of editing is concerned only with fixing remaining
technical issues, including the few stray spelling, grammar, and typographical errors
that may have been overlooked.
Proofreading makes you look sharp. If your book is filled with typos, your reader will
notice, and that will not reflect well on you. That man in the tuxedo doesn’t look classy
covered in spaghetti sauce. In the same way, you aren’t going to be seen as an expert if
you publish a sloppy book.
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We’re going to pore over your book to “clean” and polish every last spot, brushing off
any lint we see and making your book perfect.
Once every detail is in its place, the reader will see you as someone who is highly
competent. Your credibility will shoot through the roof.
During Dot My I’s, your editor or ghostwriter inspects your book with an editorial
magnifying glass. After Dot My I’s, your manuscript is polished and error-free.
With these five steps complete, you’re ready to move on to the next stage.
Congratulations! You’ve written your book. From here, we start the process of dressing
it up and sending it out into the world. It’s time to design your identity with Stage 2:
Brand.
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STAGE 2: DESIGN
Design your identity.
Branding is critical to creating a successful book. Despite the old adage, people do
judge a book by its cover. They also judge it by the title and layout. Stage 2 of our
Create My Book System™ is all about designing your
identity. Your book has a beautiful message to share.
You want to ensure people will pick it up off the
shelves or download it to their tablets. But how do
you do this?
Branding your book is crucial to enticing people to
read your book and engage with you. What does it
mean to brand your book? In this stage of creating
your book, you will brand your title and subtitle, plant calls to action, brand your
cover, lay out your book, and define your book series. Follow the steps below to
create a branded book that effectively expresses who you are and the message that
you have to share.
Step 1: Brand My Title and Subtitle
What’s the first thing you notice about a book? Readers are first attracted to a book
based on its title. When creating your title and subtitle, you want to first grab people’s
attention and then share the promise of your book.
A good title is:
 Easy to spell
 Easy to say
 Easy to remember
A great title is:
 Evocative
 Original
 Branded
Titles that stand out are the ones that tell a story. They are able to both stand alone and
set up a future series.
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The title grabs readers’ attention. The subtitle clarifies what your book is about.
Great subtitles will:
 Say what the book is about
 State the benefits of reading your book
 Use the reader’s language
 Fit a theme
 Use search engine optimization (SEO) keywords
When we work with our clients, we brainstorm between thirty and one hundred titles and
subtitles together. Then we narrow it down to make sure the one you settle on is exactly
what your readers want.

Jonathan Jewett worked with us to improve his title. His original
idea was 40 Days 40 Ways to Sales. We worked with him to
generate nearly one hundred new ideas. He then took the top
ideas and tested them with his market. You can see the winning
title to the left. You’ll notice the language is very casual. Phrases
like “conquer the leader board” and “crash president’s club” are
phrases his ideal readers use. These phrases speak directly to the
emotional spirit of his target audience.

Your book’s title and subtitle need to stand out if you want to attract readers. A book’s
title is more memorable than a book’s cover design or an author’s name. That’s why
creating a strong title and subtitle is the first step in branding your book.
Step 2: Plant Calls to Action
Your next step is to plant calls to action. Your book is offering readers a solution to their
problem. Planting Calls to Action is about inspiring them to take action with you, the
author, using your system and services. These can be planted within the text and in
marketing pages at the end of the book.
Within the text itself, these "seeds" for action can include an invitation to a free
download from a website link, a complimentary strategy session, or even tickets to an
event. The marketing pages at the end of the book can include your contact info,
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website address, social media contacts, speaker's one-sheet, and other products and
services you offer.
Your book is your calling card. It leads readers to like you, trust you, and want to work
with you. This is one of the many ways your book helps boost your business. Your calls
to action provide readers with a clear next step—working with you. Reading your book
is only the first step for your readers.
Step 3: Design My Cover
The next step in branding your book is designing the cover. Author Bridge Media’s
designers work with you to create a beautiful design that supports your message. Many
first-time authors think they can just use a design created by an artistic friend or family
member. While this person may be a talented artist, creating a book cover requires a
specific skill set.
We have professional book designers who elevate your book to the next level. Our
designers brand your cover with a design that ties together your content and makes
your book stand out. People will judge your book by its cover. You want to be sure your
cover can withstand the judgment, especially considering the competition it will face with
other books within your genre. You also want your book cover to convey your message.

Kristine Ovsepian came to us for a holistic book. Her topic was
metaphysical. When it came to branding, she wanted a book
cover to convey her metaphysical message of healing and
inspiration. We took her ideas and turned them into a cover that
supported her key message of choice. Ultimately, our designers
created a book cover that conveyed her healing concepts.
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Step 4: Lay Out the Book
The fourth step in the Brand stage is to lay out your book. This step is all about laying
out the interior pages of your book, the actual pages that your audience reads. The
layout and organization of your book are very
important. Have you ever read a book that looked
cluttered and confusing inside? Effective page design
allows your readers to absorb your words with ease,
flow, and joy. This enables them to focus on content
rather than format.
The actual page dimensions (also called trim size)
and number of words on the page depend on the book size and length you have
chosen. Regardless of these choices, it’s important to create a clean and consistent
layout for your book. The style should match your brand, based on the cover and title. In
laying out your book, you will ensure everything is clear, organized, and ties back to
your brand. You’ll finalize the format and add or edit your graphics, tables, and any
other visual elements that appear in the interior of your book.
Step 5: Define My Book Series
Your book will position you as an expert in your field or genre. When creating your book,
you’re creating a brand for yourself. When branding your book, look forward to the
future. Are there other books you plan to write? Is your book the first of a series? Your
branding should reflect this. If you’re planning to write a series of books, the branding
should be cohesive and tie the series together. Creating a cohesive brand for your
series creates a strong identity for yourself and your books. Your first book can set you
and your future books up for success.
Michael Gerber, author of The E-Myth Revisited, is an international
bestseller. This book established him as an expert in the business
world. When he decided to launch his publishing company, Prodigy
Business Books, we supported him through the process. We branded
his first book to help set up his entire series. We edited six of the
books in his E-Myth Vertical series. Once we established his brand, he
was able to create new books quickly and easily.

Your book is a much more impressive business card. It is how you express yourself to
the world. Bearing this in mind, you’ll want to build a strong brand that supports your
book and business. When creating your brand, consider what would best resonate with
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your ideal reader. Use your readers’ language. Choose a design and a layout that
appeal to their sensibilities. Brand your book so that it stands out in readers’ minds and
expresses the best version of yourself.
When you’ve finished creating your book’s brand, it’s time to move on to the third and
final stage—publishing your book.
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STAGE 3: PUBLISH
Start your publishing empire.
Once you’ve finished writing and branding your book, it’s time to publish! Publishing
your book is the third stage of the Create My Book System™. It all begins with setting
up your publishing empire. Publishing your book includes putting it on Kindle and
CreateSpace, printing wholesale copies, and connecting to Audible. This is the
final stage to becoming a published author.

Michael Yoshikami is an expert financial advisor. After he finished his
book, we set it up on all our recommended publishing platforms,
including Amazon, Kindle, Audible, and printed copies. After
publishing his book, he saw his presence explode. His book became
an Amazon no. 1 Best Seller. Already a respected financial advisor,
Yoshikami has since appeared on television networks such as CNN
and Fox News. Publishing a book launched him to a new level of
credibility and popularity.

Step 1: Set Up My Publishing Empire
What does it mean to create a publishing empire? Most of our authors are
entrepreneurs. They want to get their books to the market quickly and maintain control
of their content. We assist them with setting up their own publishing companies.
Establishing your publishing empire includes setting up your:
 Company Name: We assist you in creating your publishing entity, under
which all of your future books will fall.
 International Standard Book Number (ISBN): If you plan to publish more
books in the future, it’s more cost-effective to purchase a set of numbers.
 Library of Congress Control Number (LCCN): This is like the social
security number for your book.
 Distribution Accounts: We create your accounts for each of the platforms
you would like to use, such as Kindle, CreateSpace, and Audible.
When you self-publish a book, you are the publisher. This means that you have control
of your content. It also means you get 100 percent of your book’s royalties instead of
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the 10 percent a traditional publisher would give you. Whether you use a traditional
publisher or self-publish your book, you’ll do the marketing yourself. That’s why so many
authors choose to self-publish. They figure, “Why not get all the profits?”
Our model allows you to pay direct costs to a printing service instead of wholesale
prices to a middleman (the publisher). Self-publishing eliminates the middleman. You
maintain total control and ownership. You also enjoy increased profits, because no
middleman is taking a percentage of your revenue. Unlike a publishing company, we
ask for a set fee. With self-publishing, there’s no publishing company continuously
demanding a high percentage of your profits.
Step 2: Publish on Amazon CreateSpace
CreateSpace is the publishing arm of Amazon in the same way that Kirkland
Signature™ is the branded arm of Costco. Amazon sells more books than anyone else.
It’s like a matchmaking site, connecting you with your target audience. Because
Amazon is the biggest bookseller in the world, publishing your book through its platform
allows you to reach the widest audience possible.
CreateSpace serves an on-demand publishing platform, saving you money by printing
books only when you need them. CreateSpace doesn’t print a book until someone has
ordered it from Amazon. So, when John Smith buys your book, he’s funding the printing.
Once the book is ordered, CreateSpace pays a printer to print the book and then sends
it to the buyer. If you don’t have the money, you don’t have to stock it. You can use this
on-demand service to only order new books when you need to.
This eliminates the up-front cost of printing, but by saving money, you may also be
sacrificing quality. At times, we have found CreateSpace’s quality and customer service
to be challenging, but we’re experienced in handling any issues that may arise.
We guide you through the ups and downs of the publishing process. CreateSpace
allows you to order print-proofs of your book. We’re able to review the proof from
Amazon and make changes accordingly to all other formats. This allows us to correct
anything that may have slipped in between the cracks before launching your book.

Step 3: Publish on Kindle
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Amazon’s Kindle Direct Publishing (KDP) allows authors to self-publish their books and
appear in Kindle’s online store worldwide. Publishing an e-book allows you to reach an
even wider audience. When publishing through
Kindle, you have control. You set your book
price and can make changes or create new
editions in the future. You can also put your
book up for presale, helping fund the
publishing and distribution costs before you’ve
finished writing.
Step 4: Print Wholesale Copies
You can also publish your book using an offset printer and printing wholesale copies.
This can be a cheaper option if you need a higher number of books printed. If you’re
printing books for your speaking events, marketing, workshops, etc., you’ll want to order
wholesale copies to save yourself money. A book that sells for $15 to $20 only costs
around $1 to $4 to produce. It’s to your advantage to print your own.
To do this, you’ll order soft-cover or hardcover books through an offset printer and then
wait four to six weeks to receive the shipment. You’ll buy your books in bulk and then
sell them at your events or give them away to your family, friends, and associates,
attracting new clients and revenue sources.
Step 5: Connect to Audible
Audiobooks are another great way to reach your target audience, because they can be
read anywhere. People listen to audiobooks in the car or on a plane, train, etc., meaning
you can reach them no matter where they are. Not publishing on Audible can be a
missed opportunity. Audible has seen a huge growth rate in the last few years. It’s a
great platform to help you connect with a wider audience.
When self-publishing your book on Audible, typically you would narrate the book
yourself. This creates an even stronger connection with readers, because it’s your voice
in their ears. However, you can also hire someone to narrate it.
After completing these five steps, you are a published author! People from all over the
world can find your book through Amazon and buy a printed copy, read your e-book, or
listen to you narrate the audiobook. You’re able to hold the book in your hands and give
it to your friends and associates.
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Bart Baker gave his book to clients, referrals, and business
associates and saw a 20 percent increase in his business within eight
months of his publishing date. The insurance book became an
Amazon no. 1 Best Seller and branded Baker as an insurance expert.
It also led to invitations for speaking events, workshops, and podcast
interviews. The book exploded his business. Its success prompted
Baker to write a sequel. He continues to reap the benefits of
increased credibility, revenue, and name recognition that his books
produced.
We support you in creating a lasting impact with your book. Publishing a book isn’t
easy, but with a team of passionate professionals guiding you from idea to publication,
you can save yourself time, energy, and frustration. We understand that your book is
your legacy. We want to support you in creating a book you can be proud of.
All of the authors mentioned here started in the same place as you. They had an
inspiring idea and needed assistance in creating their plan and seeing it through. We’ve
worked on hundreds of books. It’s a fantastic feeling to see the joy and fulfillment
authors have when they hold their finished books in their hands for the first time.
With a proven system in place, publishing your book is no longer an impossible dream.
You have an amazing book to share, and we’re here to help you do it. By following the
Create My Book System™, we can take your idea and turn it into a published book that
brings you credibility, revenue, and raving fans.
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PRAISE FROM OUR AUTHORS

Brilliance
“To Helen Chang, for your editing brilliance and incredible
cheerleading. Any person who has the privilege to work with you is
very lucky.”
–Chad Mureta, Author, App Empire: Make Money, Have a Life, and Let
Technology Work for You

Perfectionism
“To Helen Chang, my editor, without you this book would have
taken a decade. Thank you for your hard work, perfectionism, and
constant prodding.”
– Than Merrill, Coauthor, The E-Myth Real Estate Investor

Outstanding
“Author Bridge Media with editor Helen Chang and the entire team
has been outstanding!!! From explaining the process to a new
author, to being prompt with deadlines, as well as providing
detailed guidance, their professionalism and commitment are
sincere and prevalent throughout the entire process. Thank you
again, Author Bridge Media!”
– Carmen Kosicek, RN, MSN, Author, Nurses, Jobs and Money —
A Guide to Advancing Your Nursing Career and Salary
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STAY CONNECTED
You can follow Helen and Author Bridge Media on social media to receive more great tips about
writing and publishing your book.

Website: www.authorbridgemedia.com
Facebook: facebook.com/AuthorBridgeMedia/
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/HelenChangWriter/
Twitter: twitter.com/AuthorBridge

You can also check out our portfolio to see more great examples of books we’ve worked
on. From memoirs to real estate to health and wellness, we can assist you with all your
book needs—no matter what the genre is.

Portfolio: http://www.authorbridgemedia.com/portfolio.html

Questions? Email us!

Email: info@authorbridgemedia.com
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LET’S GET STARTED
Are you ready to become a published author? If you’d like to get started on your book,
you can apply for a free consultation by emailing info@authorbridgemedia.com.
Our consultations are valued at $500, but to thank you for taking the time to read this
book, I am offering you this consultation as a free gift. In your consultation, you’ll meet
with our Author Expert to discuss your book and set
clear goals. We’ll connect you with the ghostwriting,
editorial, or coaching services you need to get your
book written and published.
Whether you’re an experienced author or you’ve
never written a single chapter, hiring Author Bridge
Media as your ghostwriting or editorial team can
save you time, money, and frustration in getting
your book done.
Thank you for reading this e-book! I hope you’ve enjoyed learning about the three
stages we follow to get your book done. This e-book has covered each step to writing,
branding, and publishing a successful and sought-after book. This is the same process
we have used to help hundreds of authors with their books. The Create My Book
System™ is your roadmap.
With each stage, you come closer to becoming a published author—building your
credibility, generating revenue, and inspiring raving fans. By following the steps outlined
in this e-book, we can take you from idea to published book in as few as six months.
No matter what stage of the process you’re in, we serve as a resource to help you get it
done. We would love to assist you in creating the book of your dreams! Whether you’re
writing your book yourself and would just like some guidance along the way, or you’d
like to hire a ghostwriter do to the work for you, Author Bridge Media can guide you
down the right path.
Six months from now, you could be a published author. Like I said earlier, the authors I
mentioned in this book started out just like you. They needed assistance creating a
book that would catapult them toward their goals. Before you can reap the benefits that
your book will bring, you need to get it done.
Take the first step toward finishing your book by emailing info@authorbridgemedia.com
to apply for your free consultation. We would love to help you transform your idea into a
published book.
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